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A  N O T E  F R O M  J O R D A N

Hello there!

First and foremost, I extend a heartfelt gratitude to you for choosing to
explore "Mastering the Art of Space." In this guide, we embark on a journey
to unlock the immense potential within your home through small yet
transformative renovations.

As the driving force behind this guide, I understand that choosing to
renovate your home is a significant decision. It's not just about
enhancing aesthetics; it's about crafting a space that resonates with your
unique lifestyle and aspirations. Whether you're considering a workspace
revamp, transforming your bedroom into a tranquil sanctuary, or
optimizing the functionality of your closets, hallways, pantries, shelving, or
even a bespoke bar for entertaining, this guide is meant to inspire and
inform your choices. 

In the pages that follow, we'll delve into the details of each service,
providing you with valuable tips and inspiration to make your home
improvement journey seamless and satisfying. My goal is to equip you with
a systematic approach, encourage you to ask the right questions, and
emphasize the importance of open communication in all aspects of your
project.

Remember, you're not just enhancing your living spaces; you're
shaping an environment that reflects your personality and suits your
needs. So, let's embark on this adventure together, striving for a home that
is not only beautiful but also uniquely yours.

Let's get started!
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Before you put your money into a renovation, the first thing you should consider is the
future in your home. Are you planning to move anytime soon? If so, how soon? If you intend to
“flip” your home and sell it, you’ll want to make different decisions with your budget than if
you’re planning to settle into your forever home.

If you’re planning to sell your house in the next year or two, the
best thing you can do with your budget is to be conservative. In
addition to kitchen and bath upgrades, improving the function
and appeal of your closets, pantry, and storage solutions
appeals to buyers and is a smart return on investment. 

If you're staying in place, your budget can have a little more wiggle
room, and so can your selections. Do you love entertaining?
Consider a bespoke bar or custom shelving in your dining area.
Perhaps you want to create a bedroom sanctuary; a place of rest
and retreat with a custom closet that not only functions well, you
enjoy the very sight of it. 

That's okay! Determine which features are most important to you.
That way, you can balance which selections to splurge on without
ending up with buyer’s remorse. 

Perhaps you start with projects that serve a more functional
purpose, and later choose to invest in projects that will both beautify
and help you get more enjoyment of your home. 
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Refresh your office space with a blend of functionality and style. Our Workplace Revamp
service reimagines your workspace layout, optimizing productivity and fostering a dynamic
atmosphere through ergonomic furniture, vibrant decor, and strategic organization.

Tips and Ideas for Your Workspace Revamp

Evaluate Your Needs: Before diving into the design process, take some time to assess your
specific requirements. Do you need more storage, better lighting, or a dedicated workspace for
video conferences? Understanding your needs will guide the renovation.

Define Your Style: Consider the aesthetics you want to incorporate into your workspace.
Whether it's a sleek modern design, a cozy rustic feel, or a minimalist approach, defining your
style preferences will help create a cohesive and inspiring environment.

Ergonomic Excellence: Invest in ergonomic furniture and accessories to improve comfort and
productivity. Adjustable desks and chairs, proper lighting, and cable management systems can
make a world of difference in your daily work routine.

Maximize Natural Light: If possible, position your workspace near a window to maximize
natural light. It not only boosts mood but also reduces the need for artificial lighting, making
your workspace more energy-efficient.

Color Psychology: Choose paint colors that align with your work objectives. Blues and greens
promote focus and concentration, while yellows and oranges inspire creativity. Balance color
choices with your personal preferences.

Smart Storage Solutions: Efficient storage is key to a clutter-free workspace. Consider built-in
shelving, cabinets, and multifunctional furniture to keep your office organized and visually
appealing.



Are you longing for a bedroom makeover? The familiarity of your current bedroom design can
become monotonous, prompting a desire for change and a fresh ambiance. Whether it's your
children's room, a guest room, or your master bedroom, the following updates can breathe
new life into your living space. Our Sleep Sanctuary service harmonizes serene aesthetics with
cozy comforts, ensuring that every element—from flooring to lighting—contributes to a
peaceful and rejuvenating environment.

Tips for Creating Your Sleep Sanctuary

Creative Color Choice: Transform your bedroom's ambiance by selecting a color that resonates
with your style. Consider soothing neutrals for a peaceful atmosphere or vibrant hues for a bold
statement. Question: Have you identified a color palette that aligns with your vision for a
tranquil or vibrant bedroom?

Leverage Lighting: Lighting is a key element in setting the mood of your bedroom. Incorporate
chandeliers, wall sconces, or pendant lights to add drama and elegance. Use dimmers for
adjustable lighting that suits different occasions. Question: How do you plan to use lighting to
enhance your bedroom's mood, and what types of fixtures are you interested in incorporating?

Flooring Options: Consider changing your bedroom flooring for added warmth and style.
Options include cozy carpets, elegant hardwood, or even cost-effective luxury vinyl plank. 
Question: Are you considering changes to the flooring, and if so, which flooring option aligns
best with your comfort and style preferences?

Create Timeless Appeal: Consider board and batten wall paneling. This classic design element
adds a touch of elegance and texture to your space, creating a cozy and inviting atmosphere.
Whether you opt for a traditional or modern interpretation, board and batten can effortlessly
transform your bedroom into a stylish sanctuary. 
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Say goodbye to clutter and chaos with a closet refresh. Let us revitalize your closet space with
semi-custom cabinetry, innovative storage solutions, and intuitive organization, creating a

streamlined and efficient wardrobe system that maximizes space and minimizes stress.

Closet Renovation Tips

Effective Storage: Maximize closet space with
semi-custom cabinetry and innovative storage
solutions. Question: Have you assessed your
current storage needs and identified areas for
improvement?

Organization Essentials: Prioritize intuitive
organization to streamline your wardrobe
system. Question: What specific organizational
challenges do you face in your current closet,
and how would you like to improve them?

Functional Layout: Consider the layout to
ensure efficient use of space while minimizing
stress. Question: Have you thought about the
ideal layout for your revitalized closet, including
shelving, hanging space, and any special
features?

Style and Aesthetics: Explore design options
that align with your style preferences and
enhance the overall appeal of your closet.
Question: What design elements or aesthetics
would you like to incorporate into your closet
refresh?

Budget and Timeline: Establish a clear budget
and timeline for your closet renovation project
to ensure a smooth and stress-free process.
Question: What is your budget range for the
closet refresh, and what is your desired
completion timeline?
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Body

Body

Give your guests a lasting impression from the moment they step through the door. 
Our Hallway Refinement service elevates this transitional space into a stylish passage that

seamlessly integrates decorative accents, lighting, and functional storage, setting the
stage for the rest of your home.

Hallway Renovation Tips 

Functional Lighting: Consider the
importance of proper lighting in your hallway
renovation. Question: What kind of lighting
fixtures would best illuminate and enhance
the functionality of your hallway?

Decorative Accents: Elevate the aesthetic
appeal of your hallway with wainscotting or
board & and batten. 

Storage Solutions: Maximize the use of your
hallway space by integrating functional
storage options. Question: Have you identified
storage needs for items like shoes, coats, or
everyday essentials?

Flooring and Wall Treatment: Explore
flooring and wall treatments that can
enhance the ambiance of your hallway.
Question: What flooring and wall materials or
designs would complement the desired style
of your hallway?

Flow and Layout: Optimize the flow and
layout of your hallway to create a seamless
transition to the rest of your home. Question:
Have you considered the ideal arrangement
of furniture and decor to achieve both
functionality and aesthetic appeal in your
hallway?

Budget and Timeline: Establish a clear
budget and timeline for your hallway
renovation project to ensure a smooth and
efficient process.
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Experience kitchen bliss with our Pantry Perfection service. Using semi-custom cabinetry or
custom shelving, storage bins, and organizational systems we will ensure that every ingredient

and kitchen tool has its place, creating a clutter-free and efficient culinary workspace.

Walk-In Pantry Renovation Tips 

Shelving Essentials: Select strong, adjustable shelving with appropriate depth and height.
Question: What are the essential features you want in your pantry shelving, and how will they
accommodate various supplies and storage bins?

Material and Design: Choose materials and finishes that complement your kitchen while
staying within budget. Question: How can you make your walk-in pantry an extension of your
kitchen's style, considering options like laminates, butcher block countertops, and creative
decor elements?

Lighting and Organization: Focus on lighting that enhances visibility and organization
techniques that optimize space. Question: Have you planned for adequate lighting fixtures, and
how will you organize your pantry into specialized zones for efficient use?

Appliance Integration: If space and budget allow, consider embedding appliances for added
convenience. Question: Which appliances, if any, do you plan to include in your walk-in pantry,
and have you determined the correct outlet placement?

Zone Planning: Divide your pantry into specialized zones based on your storage needs and
intended use. Question: What zones will you create in your pantry, and how will you strategically
organize items and appliances for easy access and convenience?
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Shelving Solutions: Maximize your storage potential while enhancing the aesthetic
appeal of your living space with our Shelving Solutions service. From floating shelves
to built-in units, we design and install customized shelving that meets your unique

needs, balancing form and function seamlessly.

Shelving Solutions 

Purposeful Design: Determine the primary
purpose of adding shelving to your living
room or office space. Question: What specific
items or functions are the shelves intended to
accommodate, such as books, decor, or
organization?

Aesthetic Integration: Consider how the
shelving design complements your existing
decor and room layout. Question: Have you
thought about the style, material, and finish
of the shelving to ensure it enhances the
overall aesthetics of your space?

Floating vs. Built-In: Decide between floating
shelves or built-in units based on your space
and design preferences. Question: Have you
determined whether floating shelves or built-
in units align better with your room's layout
and your desired look?

Functionality: Prioritize the functionality of
the shelving by considering ease of access,
weight-bearing capacity, and arrangement
options. Question: How will the shelving
system be optimized for easy access,
organization, and stability?

Material Selection: Choose suitable materials
for the shelves that align with durability and
style. Question: What materials do you
envision for your shelving, and how will they
contribute to the longevity and visual appeal
of the installation?
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Are you looking to elevate your home entertaining experience? Our Bespoke Bar
Creation service crafts a sophisticated and inviting bar area tailored to your

specifications, incorporating premium materials, storage options, and stylish accents to
create a captivating focal point for gatherings and celebrations.

Tips for Creating Your Bespoke Bar

Entertainment Goals: Define your entertainment goals for the bespoke bar area.
Question: What type of gatherings and events do you envision hosting at your home
bar, and how will the bar enhance your entertaining experience?

Material Selection: Choose premium materials that reflect the quality and ambiance
you desire. Question: Have you considered the materials for the bar's countertop,
shelving, and finishes to ensure they meet your expectations for sophistication and
durability? What custom elements or unique features do you envision for your bespoke
bar to make it truly one-of-a-kind?

Storage Solutions: Plan for innovative storage options that accommodate your
beverage collection and accessories. Question: What specific storage needs do you have
for liquor, glassware, and bar tools, and how can these be incorporated into the bar
design?

Lighting and Ambiance: Incorporate lighting and accent features to set the mood and
create a captivating focal point. Question: What lighting options and decorative accents
will enhance the bar's atmosphere and make it a standout feature in your home?

Budget and Timeline: Establish a clear budget and timeline for the creation of your
bespoke bar. Question: What is your budget range for the bar project, and what is your
desired completion timeline for this captivating addition to your home?
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When it comes to home renovation projects, we understand that
budget considerations are important. Whether you're looking to
refresh your closet, refine your hallway, create a peaceful sleep
sanctuary, revamp your workplace, perfect your pantry, enhance your
shelving, or craft a bespoke bar, our goal is to provide solutions that fit
your financial plan.

For our Closet Refresh, Hallway Refinement, and Shelving Solutions
services, we offer a range of options to accommodate various
budgets. From semi-custom cabinetry to innovative storage solutions,
we'll discuss your preferences and financial considerations to design a
solution that maximizes space without breaking the bank. Our goal is to
create a streamlined and stylish space while keeping costs in check.

When creating a Sleep Sanctuary, Workplace Revamp, Pantry
Perfection, or crafting a Bespoke Bar, we understand that premium
materials and customization can be part of the vision. Rest assured,
we'll explore cost-effective choices for materials and designs that align
with your financial goals. Your tranquility, productivity, and entertaining
needs can be met within a budget that suits you. We're committed to
helping you achieve your renovation dreams without unnecessary
financial stress.

At J. Smith Interiors, we believe that every home project should be a
rewarding experience, and that includes staying within your budget.

Let's discuss your project, your financial considerations, and explore
the possibilities together. Our team is dedicated to delivering
exceptional results while respecting your financial parameters.
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CLIENT LOVE

Closet Refresh 
"I can't thank you enough for your incredible Closet Refresh service. Our

closet was an absolute mess before, and I was dreading the daily hunt for
my belongings. Their team not only transformed our cluttered space into

an organized oasis but did so within our budget. Now, getting ready in the
morning is a breeze. I highly recommend their expertise to anyone looking

to declutter and revitalize their closet."

Hallway Refinement Testimonial
"The Hallway Refinement service exceeded all our expectations. Our

hallway used to be a forgotten space, but now it's a stylish passage that
sets the tone for our entire home. The team's attention to detail and

design sensibility made our hallway a true showstopper. They even helped
us find cost-effective lighting solutions that added charm without

breaking the bank. We're thrilled with the transformation and can't wait
to showcase our hallway to our guests!"

Pantry Perfection 
"We recently had the pleasure of working with J. Smith Interiors for their

Pantry Perfection service, and the results are astonishing. Our kitchen was
always chaotic, and finding ingredients was a daily challenge. The team
not only created a clutter-free and efficient culinary workspace but also

stayed well within our budget. Now, cooking and meal prep have become
a joy, thanks to their innovative storage solutions and thoughtful

organization. We highly recommend their services to anyone looking to
upgrade their pantry!"
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Ready to transform your space? 

Let’s talk! 
Reach out to us to express your interest in your desired remodeling
project. Whether it's a Closet Refresh or any other project, we'll start by
discussing your specific needs and objectives.

The Process...

Consultation: Schedule a consultation with Jordan and our
experienced team. During this meeting, we will assess your current
space, gather essential information, and have an in-depth discussion
about your vision, style preferences, and budget.

Design and Proposal: Once you are ready to go forward with your
project, Jordan will create a tailored design and proposal.

Design Review: We will present the design and proposal for your
review. Your feedback is essential, and we will work closely with you to
refine the design until it aligns perfectly with your vision and budget.

Planning and Coordination: Once the design is approved, we will
develop a detailed project plan and coordinate all necessary logistics. 

Execution: Our skilled craftsmen and professionals will begin the
remodeling work according to the approved design and project plan. 

Enjoy Your Transformed Space: With the remodeling project
completed, you can now enjoy your revamped space to the fullest.
Whether it's a revitalized closet, an updated hallway, or any other
project, your space has been transformed to enhance your lifestyle.

Ready to begin? Please visit: jsmithinteriors.com



Welcome to the creative world of J. Smith Interiors, 
your go-to partner for interior design, 
kitchen and bath renovation, closet remodels, and more! 

With a passion for transforming spaces into 
personalized havens, J. Smith Interiors brings a unique blend of creativity,
functionality, and style to elevate your PNW home. 

Driven by a lifelong fascination with design and architecture, owner and
designer Jordan Smith guides clients through the nuances of interior
aesthetics and functionality. 

Armed with a keen eye for detail and a commitment to excellence, her goal is
to transform your living space into a cherished retreat, a sanctuary where you
find solace and joy away from the outside world. 

Specializing in kitchen and bath renovations, Jordan understands the pivotal
role these spaces play in your home. Whether it's revamping outdated layouts,
optimizing storage solutions, or infusing modern elegance, she will approach
your project with a fresh perspective and dedication to capturing your vision.

Beyond kitchens and baths, Jordan is also adept at curating cohesive interior
spaces that reflect your personality and lifestyle. From concept to execution,
Jordan collaborates closely with clients, ensuring that every design choice
resonates with your unique preferences and enhances your living experience.

“My goal is to guide you through the journey of turning your house into a
true home, infusing warmth and purpose into every corner. Together, we'll
craft a living area that resonates with your personality, blending comfort
and functionality seamlessly, creating a space that reflects your unique
essence and becomes a cherished sanctuary you'll love to inhabit.”

From initial consultation to final reveal, J. Smith Interiors is your trusted
partner in creating spaces that inspire, uplift, and delight.

To learn more about services, please visit: jsmithinteriors.com
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